FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SATURDAY, SEPTEI~IBER 16, 1972

Assistant Attorney General Henry C. Petersen, in charge
of the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice, issued the
following statement today:
Senator McGovern’s charges are completely unfounded
and are a grievious ai-~ack on the integrity of the 23 good citizens
of the District of Columbia who served on the. Watergate grand jury
faithfully and well.
This investigation has been conducted under my supervision.
In no instances has there been any limitation of any kind by anyone on
its conduct.
Indeed, the investigations by both the FBI and the grand
jury have been among ~he most exhaustive and far-reaching that I
have seen in my 25 years in #/he Department.
The FBI investigation was carried out by 333 agents operating
from 51 field offices in the United States and in four foreign capitals.~
The agents developed more than I, 800 leads, conducted more than
i, 500 interviews and spent a total of 14, 098 man hours doing it.
The grand jury held sessions for 125 hours over a period
of 35 days. The jurors were most conscientious and thorough in
their examination of some 50 witnesses. All aspects of the breaki n and bugging were s~udied in detail including questions about the

OVER

source and distribution of any funds relating to the incident.
The
jurors were vigorous in their own questioning of witnesses.
As the trial goes ~orward, the thoroughness of the grand
jury inve stigation will. become apparent.

(Specific figures are: leads -- 1, 897)
interviews -- 1, 551)

Watergate Presentation
Outline of Adverse Developments
Revised 12/7/04
April 30, 1973: Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Dean leave White House, Kleindienst
resigns as Attorney General
¯ Lost top two advisors, never recovered (thence run by military)
¯ Dean vanished w/files, never knew what he took
¯ No real reason to fire Kleindienst, done out of spite, but need to confirm new AG
led to whole series of new disasters (6 months of Elliott and Archie)
May 17, 1973: Senate’s Ervin Committee Hearings begin
¯ Vote was 70-0, but were supposed to review whole series of past Presidential
campaigns
¯ Ervin was sort of a buffoon before this happened
May 25, 1973: Richardson becomes Attorney General, Cox appointed as Special
Prosecutor
¯ Richardson chosen as absolute independent, but conceded any role in Procedures
for Special Prosecutor, finalized before he could be confirmed, as was identity of
Special Prosecutor.
¯ Real shots were being called by Ted Kennedy and Jim Flug--a full Harvard
team--who wanted Cox, et al.
June 25, 1973: Dean begins testimony before Ervin Committee
¯ Dean given immunity, which he couldn’t get from US prosecutors--sort of
separation of powers argument. Stiffed them on 5/5 Grand Jury appearance.
¯ Dean had no substantive proof, but vague assertion that he believed President
knew was price of his immunity--and had devastating effect on public.
¯ Really no tough questions at all (Inouye gambit on WH questions)
¯ Dean’s memory lionized, but now know of 19 substantive lapses, as well as total
omission of any details of his own criminal acts (Query why no one asked about
¯ that--part of immunity deal?).
July 16, 1973: Butterfield discloses existence of White House taping system
¯ Huge hullabaloo that any President would tape conversations at all
¯ How tape system worked
¯ Built expectation that tapes would clarify all unknowns, but system was quite
primitive--and designed for different purpose entirely (Nixon’s books)
¯ Now know that all administrations from Roosevelt forward used some sort of
taping system. No one else, of course, taped conversations with own aides.
July 23, 1973 Cox subpoenas nine tapes, Ervin Committee authorizes subpoenas for all
materials from 1972 election

¯ Nixon was adamant about Executive Privilege, which would have worked as
against Ervin Committee, but not against Special Prosecutor
¯ Undisputed that tapes belonged to Nixon (suit settled in 2002 for some $20
million in value)
¯ Why Nixon didn’t destroy the tapes (his pension, catching monkey analogy,
certain of ownership and Executive Privilege)
October 12, 1973 Circuit court upholds subpoena for nine WH tapes
October 20, 1973: Saturday Night Massacre
¯ Instead of immediate appeal to Supreme Court, idea was to have Senator Stennis
confirm accuracy of transcripts (Stennis Compromise) and thus maintain
Executive Privilege (remember, tapes all on 6 hour reels)
¯ Senators Ervin and Baker, as well as Richardson, had agreed to Compromise and
Richardson led WH to believe he could deliver Cox. When he conceded he
couldn’t, deadline for appeal had passed and WH realized it had to turn over
tapes.
¯ Cox held press conference rejecting Stennis Compromise at same time his office
publicly confirmed Dean would be allowed to plead to single felony.
¯ Richardson was not functioning as Mr. Integrity with regard to Watergate, where
he was totally uninvolved, nor as part of rest of Administration, either
¯ Nixon went batshit, Firestorm followed, Haig on Sinister Force
October 31, 1973: Sirica’s Evidentiary Heating told two subpoenaed tapes do not exist
¯ Sirica ran three ring circus on tapes, first act was WH admission that two of nine
tapes did not exist
¯ Tape machines had run out of tapes, but all had to be explored in full open court.
November 26, 1973: Disclosure of 18 minute gap in tape of June 20, 1972
¯ Important, since this is first time Nixon meets w/Haldeman following Break-in.
Haldeman’s notes have word Watergate, but nothing else. Experts concluded gap
was result of at least 15 separate erasures.
¯ When Rose Woods originally told Nixon of 3-5 minute inadvertent erasure, it was
not thought that this conversation was under subpoena, anyway. Later clarified
¯ Gap only discovered when NSA was making copies prior to turning over originals
to Sirica. Buzhardt informed Judge/counsel in chambers, but they demanded
public circus. Buzhardt testified he did not know of any innocent explanation
¯ Rose Woods pitched a hissy fit in WH, following court appearance. Buzhardt
went looking for other explanation.
¯ Most likely explanation is that the Tape Recorder (Uher 3000) was broken:
emitting noticeable hum and shorting out (NSA opinion, letters from hi-fi clubs).
There are other, smaller gaps and hums on other tapes
¯ Panel of six tape experts, once convened, realized machine was broken, had it
cleaned and replaced broken rectifier. Machine no longer hummed and could not
re-create gaps (i.e.: they destroyed the evidence)

¯ Evidentiary Hearing was sort of Star Chamber, where Special Attorney was able
to destroy all public credibility and poison jury pool without restraint from Sirica,
who was determined to out any culprit. Effect of appearance of St. Clair,
responsibility as officer of the court
¯ After extensive testimony, Sirica did what he should have done at the outset:
referred issue to Grand Jury, who then heard from 48 witnesses, but never issued
any indictments.
December, 1973: House authorizes impeachment inquiry by Judiciary Committee
¯ Staff includes Bernie Nussbaum, later Counsel to President Clinton, and Hilary
Rodham, young Yale Law School graduate
March, 1974: Special Prosecutor obtains indictments for Plumber’s Break-in and CRP
Cover-up
April 18, 1974: Special Prosecutor obtains subpoena for 64 more tapes
April 30, 1974: White House releases tape transcripts, with "Expletives Deleted":
¯ Following SNM, WH had to turn over tapes--and knew they would leak.
¯ WH decides it’s better to publish the transcripts rather than suffer from thousands
of leaks. Feeling was that the tapes, in fact, were far less damaging than worst
case folks had been led to believe.
¯ First effort in December of 1973. Harlow story to Haig about b~ing fired.
¯ Problems with Expletives Deleted, as well as Material Unrelated to Presidential
Decisions Omitted"; Baptist filter
¯ In the end, WH really had no choice, but didn’t anticipate public reaction from
press coverage of raw presidential conversations. Ended forever the aura of Oval
Office
May 9, 1974: House Judiciary begins impeachment hearings
June 25, 1974: House Judiciary releases tape transcripts, including Nixon’s order to
stonewall
¯ [This issue already treated in talking points]
¯ Stonewall quote was unexpected and wrong, as were lots of other parts of their
transcripts. Printed what they wanted to hear, not what was on tapes
¯ Query who was responsible for inaccuracies (Hilary?), but materials sealed for 50
years
July 12, 1974: Ehrlichman convicted in Plumber’s Trial
¯ Rehearsal for Cover-up trial: prosecutorial discretion, opportunity to present
defense, unbiased judge (Gesell), unbiased and untainted jury
July 24, 1974: Supreme Court upholds subpoena of 64 more tapes
¯ 8-0 opinion (Rehnquist recused)
¯ WH had never said they would obey any Court order
¯ Critical 8 hour delay, Buzhardt vs. St. Clair issue of principled resignation
July 30, 1974: House Judiciary adopts first of three Articles of Impeachment

August 5, 1974: White House releases transcript from June 23, 1973, the Smoking Gun
[This issue already treated in talking points]
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TO

DATE: April 29, 1974

FRO~ : Jg~n G. Koeltl

SUBJECT: The Liddy Watergate Money
A.

Facts:
I. Initial Approval/Stans Know!~dge

On or about March 30, 1972, Magruder met with Mitchell
and LaRue in Key Biscayne to discuss various action memoranda
including Liddy’s proposal for political intelligence and
electronic surveillance, which was budgeted at $250,000.
The details of this meeting or meetings are not clear Magruder recalling that the budget was approved, LaRue
remembering that he thought the budget ought not be approved
and Mitchell putting it aside, and Mitchell claiming that
he "did not approve it. (See Magruder~D.C.G.J.
at ~; Magruder S.S. at 1900, 1944; LaRue 6/17-6/18;
W.I.; Mi’tche!l S.S. 3285-3292; 3425-3427). There is also
some question as to whether Harry F!emming was at the relevant
Key Biscayne meeting. (Compare LaRue 6/17-6/18 W.I.
with Flemming 8/7/73 W.I.).

In any event, for our purposes, it is unnecessary
to resolve the exact details of the Key Biscayne meeting.
It is established that the Liddy project was approved at
the very least by Magruder and was in fact funded. Magruder
called Reisner from Key Biscayne and told him to tel!
Liddy that the project was approved. (Magruder ~
G.J. ~at ~; Magruder S.S. at 1902, 1984; Reisner W.I.).
Reisner relayed the message to Liddy though he believes
~gruder told him in person rather than by phone (Reisner W.I.):
Sometime after the March 30, 1972 Key Biscayne meeting,
Liddy told Hunt that the
had been a~proved and was
budgeted at $300,000.
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Cn his return from Florida, Magruder told Sloan
"that Liddy was authorized to draw $250,000 over the course
of the campaign.
D.C.G-.J. at ~; Magruder
;
Magruder
S.S.
1902).~’~bsequently,
D.C.G.J. at
Liddy came to Sloan
a request f~r~$83~00; he showed
SiQan a paper with $250,000 on it.~n~ ~sked for $83,000.
(Sloan does not recall being told ~~wio~sly by Magruder
about the budget
for Liddy).. ~Sloan checked w~th
~gruder on Liddy’s authorization, and Magruder assured
him Liddy could draw the money. Sloan believes that
in this conversation Magruder explained to him that Liddy
was in fact authgrized to draw this money, but Sloan
should check with Magruder before making each disbursement.
Magruder does not recal! telling Sloan that .every Liddy
expenditure should ~e checked with Magruder, but Magruder
acknowledges that each disbursement was so checked. (See
Sloan 8/8/73 W.I.; Sloan 5/7/73 DNC Dep., 51, 172; Sloan
, 55; Magruder W.I.; Magruder
10/28/7.3 Comm.
Magruder S.S. 1903; Magruder
D.C.G.J.
G.J.

Since this was a substantial expenditure that was
plainly going to be expended after April 7, Sloan checked
with Stans to confirm Magruder’s authority to approve this
type of expend±ture., Sloan understood that with this
budget the expenditures had to continue into the postApril 7 period, and he was concerned in the context of
relying exclusively on Magruder’s authority to continue
authorizing the expenditures. Sloan expressed these concerns
. Stans checked
to Stans.
with Mitc]
~n turn came to Magruder to asky why Liddy
needed so much money. Magruder told Mitche~l that the
money was for the project Mitchell had approved - "this was
in effect front end money that he [Liddy] needed for
equipment, and’the early costs of getting this type of
operation
ether." (Magruder S.S. 1903; Magruder ~
D.C.G.J. at
. (Mitchell’s recollection of thi~
conversation ~s Vague; he recalls only that Stans came to
him to ask about Magruder~s continuing authority to approve
disbursements. He does not recall discussion of a
specific amount of money or a suggestion that the amount
was "substantial." (Mitchell S.S. at 3291-3298). Stans
returned and told Sloan to pay the money to Liddy; in respons
to S!oan’s concern over the amount of cash being expended,
Stans told, Sloan: "I don’t ~ant to know and you don’t
want to know."
Stans also told Sloan "it is an operation
over here that is handled differently and they are the boss."
(Sloan DNC Dep. 45-49; 166-167; S!oan ~D.C.G.J.
at~, Sloan ~D.C.G.J.I at ~; Sloan Co~-u~on Cause
Dep. 57). Sloan paad $83,000 in cash to Liddy.
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Stans admits that $1~an came to him around April 6,
1972, with a request from Liddy for a substantial .amount
of money. Stans said he would check with Mitchell; Mitchell
told Stans to have Sloan check with Eagruder who was in
charge of CRP spending. If Magruder told Sloan to pay the
money then Sloan should do so. When~tans~reported this
to Slo~n, he found that Sloan had(al~eady checked with Magrude
and had the same information. Stahs~de~ies that he had
knowledge of the $250,000 budget. (Stuns S.S. at 1643~1645;
1705; 1765-1766). Stans claims that he came back and told
Sloan: "I don’t know what’s going on in this campaign
to know." Stans stresses
that this comme{t was made in the context of total frustration
with the campaign and was not specifically directed at the
Liddy money. (Stans S.S. 1719-1721;.1766).

2.

Disbursement of the Funds: $83,000/$12,000/$12,000

We have been unable to prove that the initial $83,000
disbursement from Sloan to Liddy was made after April 7.
Neither Sloan nor Magruder can place the exact date, though
Sloan believes it was before April 7, and the circumstantial
evidence is ambiguous. Sally Harmony has testified that
about April 5, 1972 (though she is unsure of the exact date),
at Liddy’s instructions, she brought a brown envelope
to S!oan and Sloan returned the en~e!ope to her with contents
that made the envelope one inch thick. She called Hunt
who came to the office and picked up the envelope. (Harmony
4/27/73 DNC.Dep. at 25-33).
The records of McCord’s cash transactions, however,
suggest a post-April 7 distribution. McCord has testified
that Liddy was concerned about the urgency of his mission,
and there would be.no reason for Liddy to delay giving the
cash, once he had received it, to McCord. Yet, McCord has
testified that he received $65,000 in cash - primarily
$i00 bills - on Apri! 12. (And McCord made a $i0,000
cash deposit into his account on Aoril 12 - as well as on
¯ McCord S.S. 402; :~rd 4/30/73 DNC-Dep. I18121, 124-125).

While we cannot place the date of the $83,000 disburseme]
it is established that Sloan subsequently disbursed two
$12,000 cash payments to Lidd’
~e in May and one thereafter
probably earl~ June. (Sloan
D.C.G.J. at ~). On
each of these disbursements, Sloan checked with Magruder and
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~::.~uder confirmed Liddy’s authority. (S!oan, Magruder).
On these $12,000 disbursements, Sloan did not obtain a
receipt from Liddy, kept no record other than his cash book
that was subsequently destroyed, and did not report the
transactions to the GAO. The Liddy payments, like the Porter
payments, were subsequently reported to the GAO, in the
june i0, 1973 report:
~~
"At various dates between April 7 an~
June 23, 1972, Committee Treasurer Hugh ~ioan,Jr., made various payments’to G. Gordon Liddy
and Herberk Porter from funds on hand from earlier
committees. The Committee does not consider these
to be reportable transactions because the amounts
were committed prior to April 7, 1972. The total
amodnts were:
G. Gordon Liddy (including an estimated $2,500
withheld by him from funds coming into his
possession) ........... $26,500*
Herbert Porter ........... 11,000
These transactions have previously been cited
by the Genera! Accounting Office or the Department
of Justice. The payments were made at the direction
and specific approval of Jeb Magruder, whose
authority was confirmed by John Mitchell to Stans.
Other than to determine from Mitchell that Magruder
had authority to direct Sloan to make such
pa~ents, Stans had no knowledge of thetime or
amounts of these payments."
"eAccording to S!oan, an additional $83,000 was given
to Liddy either just before or after April 7, 1972.
He is unable to fix an exact date."
3. Use of the Funds
The Federal Election Campaign Act requires record
keeping and reports only with respect to contributions
and "expenditures" as defined by the statute. "Expenditure"
is defined as a payment "for the purpose of influencing the
¯ .election.
. of [a] person to Federal office
."
~ U.S.C., section 431(f) (i). In view of Liddy’s r~f~s~l
to testify, it is difficult to prove that the money.paid
by Sloan to Liddy was actually expended by Liddy for the
purpose of influencing an election. The money might have-
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been diverted by Liddy for his own persona! use, and in vi~.~
of the lack of precision of the various estimates of the
tota! amount paid to Liddy (See, e.g., Sloan’s estimate
of $199,000 paid to Liddy), there is a lingering suspicion
that some of the money has not been fully expended in
furtherance of the President’s re~election~ ~
~
We can take two possible approaches"tO’this Problem:
first, we can argue that any possible diversion by Liddy
is irrelevant since it is plain from the testimony of Magruder,
Sloan, Hunt, and indeed Stans, that the money was at least
expended by the Committee "for the purpose" of influencing
the election. If Liddy diverted any of the money, that is
as irrelevant to the need to report it, as any possible
diversion of funds by any other campaign official who has
the use of Committee funds. Second, it is possible to argue
that there is strong circumstantial evidence to prove that
the funds given to Liddy were in fact expended on various
¯ phases of the Liddy project. Here we would point to the
substantial sums of cash - primarily $i00 bills - that Liddy
paid out to various people in pursuit of his project. We
would rely on the money to McCord for the purchase of
electronic equipment, and the payments to Hunt who in turn
paid Barker for the Cubans and for the hotel bills. We
would be required to lay out the details of the original
Watergate case - the flights from Cuba, the stays at the
various Washington hotels, the hotel bills, and the payments
to the Cubans, Baldwin, and Gregory. The strongest
indication of the connection between the money Liddy received
from the Committee and the Watergate operation is the fact
that some of the money found on the Cubans at the time of
their arrest can be identified as money that the Committee
appears to have received from the cashing of the Dahlberg
and the Mexican checks. In short, the Cubans were paid from
Committee funds.
In the following sections, we outline the use of
cash connected with the Watergate break-in and the link
between Committee funds and the money found on the Cubans
at thetime of their arrest.
a. The Use of Cash and the Watergate Break-In
The cash that Liddy received was either used by himself,
or passed to McCord and Hunt. McCord’s function was to be
an electronics expert and the money he received was used
to purchase equipment and for other "operational" expenses.
Hunt was the contact man with Barker and the Cubans and he
passed cash to them through Barker for their expenses.
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2~’ far the greatest expenditures made in connection
with the break-in were those made by McCord, and those were
made primarily from the first $83,000 that Liddy received
from S!oan. McCord has testified that he received a total
of $76,000 in cash from April 12 through June 17. On
April 12, he received $65,000 in cash; on~ay 8, he received
.$4,000 in cash from Liddy; on Memorial.Day’.Weekend,.he (as
well as Hunt) received $2,000 as a bon~s ~om Liddy, in June,
Liddy gave him $5,000 in cash in front of~Alfred Baldwin
at the Howard Johnson motel. (McCord ~ D.C.G.J. at
~ McCord S.S. a~ 402;~cuo~4/30/73
Baldwin thought that he saw
cash.
While McCord’s reconstruction of his cash expenditures
does not purport to be precise, it gives some indication
of where the funds given, to him went. His reconstruction
indicates that approximately $43,000 went for the purshase
of various equipment inclusing the receiver introduced
at trial, walkie-talkie equipment, and a van. Approx~.~,ately
$14,000 went to various "overhead" expenses. The remaining
$19,000 was left over on June 17 and was expended by
McCord for legal fees. See McCord 4/30/73 DNC Dep. 118D.C.G.J.
121, 124-125, 125-126; McCord
breakdown
that McCord
McCord S.S. 527-528. (The spec~
prbvided to the Senate is attached).
The $14,000 in overhead expenses by. McCerd includes
the specific items of non-equipment expenses that we know
were made by McCord. McCord rented Room 419 at the Howard
Johnson motel from May 5 through May 28. From M~y 29
through June 17, McCord rented Room 723 at. the Howard Johnson’s
(
. McCord paid $200
in cash to the desk clerk at the Howard Johnson’s in late
April; $200 on May 18, 1972; and $300 on June 8, 1972.
(Schreibert Stip., Tr. Tr. 1092-1093). McCord was also
responsible.for hiring Alfred Baldwin to monitor the conver~
sations that were picked up by the receiver at the Howard
Johnson’s from the Watergate DNC headquarters. Baldwin
was paid $2,300 in cash by McCord during b~y and June.
(Baldwin Tr..Tr. at 1076).
E. Howard Hunt was responsible for hiring and paying
the various operatives~ Tom Gregory was paid $175 a week
in cash by Hunt and was hired to find out information from
the Muskie headquarters beginning in March 1972. In midApril, Hunt told Gregory to switch to the McGovern headsuarters
which’he did. Gregory performed various functions while
with McGovern - he tried unsuccessfully to get McCord
intothe headquarters to place a bug; he gave Liddy info_~mation

about ==-~.:= .... "-[’-c.ut. of the offices; and he met with the Cubans,
Hunt and LidSv at the Manger-Hamilton Hote! around May 22
or 23, to d~scuss .the break-in of the McGovern headquarters.
Gregory quit and received his final payment from Hunt on
June 15.
~ Through Barker, Hunt recruited t~e~various Cubans
Hunt paid Barker for anyexpenses he ~urred - such a~
hotel bills and
tickets - an~ Hunt in turn
received his funds from Liddy. Occasionally Liddy would
send the money directly to Bark, in a Lain white envelope
with instruction~
~Barker
cannot state t
precise amoun
received from Hunt and
Liddy, he
the
.t at between $5,000 and $i0,000.
The six Cubans (Barker, Sturgis,
, and de Diego) flew to Washington
Martinez, Gonzalez,
from Miami on Ma
[or their tickets in
cash.
All six stayed
at the Manger-Hamilton Hotel from May 22 through May 26,
and at the Watergate Hotel from May ~6 through May 30, 1972.
(It was during t~is period that th~ first DN~ entry was
effected). Hunt paid the $1,200 Watergate Hote! bill with
$100 bills. The four Cuban defendants from the first trial
(Barker, Stuggis, Gonzalez, Martinez) retuzned to Washington
from Miami on June 16. When they arrived, Hunt provided
cash to Barker to cover expenses of the trip. Each of the
men was given $200 for expenses and Barker retained the
rest-of the money for additional expenses such as airplane
tickets. When the Cubans were arrested in the Watergate
on June 17, they had thirteen one hundred dollar bills
in their possession and they had four packets each containing
eight $i00 bills in their rooms Rooms 214 and 314) at the
Watergate Hotel.

In addition to these funds to McCord and Hunt, Liddy
gave Hunt $~,500 in cash some time in April or May 1972.
Liddy told Hunt to keep the cash in the eventuality Liddy
needed cash over a weekend. Hunt kept the cash in his
safe at the Executive Office Building and, after the break-in,
he met with Michae! Caddy, an attorney, and gave him the
$8,500 that Hunt had previousl" removed from his EOB safe.

While the sums involved are necessarily imprecise,
.the above reconstruction appears to account for approximately
$100.,000 which lends credence to Sloan’s testimony that he
disbursed $107,000 to Liddy for his project.
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b. Committee Fur:i~ Found on the Cubans at the Break-In
.Sloan gave Liddy the $25,000 cashier’s check, dated
April 10, 1972, payable to Kenneth Dahlberg
the Dwayne Andreas Contribution. Sloan also
the four checks totalling $89,000 drawn 9~ Banco
Manuel Ogarrio
Hunt recalls
that Liddy asked him whether B~rker could~convert the
checks into cash and
the cash would
of their operating fund. Liddy did give the checks to
Barker. The $25,000 cashier’s check was deposited in the
account of Barker’s real estate firm in the Republic National
Bank of Miami on April 20 and on April 21, $25,000 in cash
was withdrawn. The checks totalling $89,000 were deposited
in Barker’s account on or about April 20, and $89,000 was
withdrawn during the firs~ 8 days in May. Both Hunt and
Liddy called Barker during April in an attempt to obtain
two
.ami.
Liddy returned the $114,000 to Sloan less $2,500
that Liddy claimed to be expenses for cashing the checks.
Sloan returned the money to his cash fund that was then
being kept in the safe outside Stan’s office. Thirty of
the $100 bills found on the Cubans at the time of their
arrest or in the Watergate Hotel rooms they rented were
bills that had been issued to Barker’s bank in mid-Apri!.
On April 19, Barker’s bank received $50,000 in $i00 bills
from the local Federa! Reserve Bank. While Barker’s bank
did not record the serial numbers, the Federa! Reserve Bank
did. Thus, it appears that the cash that Barker withdrew
from his bank to cash the Dahlberg and Ogarrio checks
was passed to L~ddy who returned the cash to Sloan who
eventually disbursed’part of these funds to Liddy as part
of the $24,000 payments. Part of the money was, in turn,
paid to the Cubans by Hunt who recieved his funds from
Liddy.
.
B.

!

Possible Violations :

As with other disbursements from Sloan~s cash fund,
Sloan did not receive any recelpts for the disbursements;
no record was kept.other than the subsequently destroyed
cash book; and the disbursements were not reported unti!
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the June i0, 1973 GAO report. The Committee is responsible
for the violation of the receipt (2. U.S.C., section 432(d)),
recordkeeping (2 U.S.C., section 442(c)(3)--(4)0, and
reporting (2 U.S.C., section 434(b)(9)--(11) sections of
the FECA. However, the Committee has already pleaded
nolo contenders to an information cha~ing ~iolations of
the receipt and
provisions ~:~"the FECA in
connection with the disbursement of $24,0D0 to Liddy aswell as the $5,300 returned from the Dahlberg and Mexican
checks. Any further prosecution of the Committee for these
offenses would, of course, be barred by the Double Jeopardy
clause. While the Committee was not specifically charged
with failure to keep records for the disbursements we would
not want to pick up this left over from the Fraud Section
prosecution.
There is also strong evidence that Stans caused S!oan,
the Treasurer, to violate the statutory requirements.
Sloan’s testimony has always been consistent, and this memory
is quite clear, that he was troubled by the massive expenditure of cash after April 7. The $250,000 budget which was
approved so c!ose to April 7 made it clear that the expenditures would have to be made in the post-April 7 period.
Stans, by telling S!oan that Stans did not know and Sloan
did not want to know the purpose of the expenditures,
made it plain that it would be impossible for S!oan to
comply with the detailed reporting and recordkeeping
sections of the statute.
Stans has also gone far toward admitting elements
of the offense ~since he acknowledges that Sloan did in
fact talk to him about "substantial" expenditures to Liddy
and he cleared with Mitchell, Magruder’s authority to
approve them. While Stans denies knowledge of the amount
and purpose of the expenditures, this testimony is refuted
by his receipt at the end of April of the first cash summary,
and by his continuing failure to report these expendit’&res
after he was fully aware of them in June 1972. His testimony
that he would have seen a $199,000 disbursement to Liddy and
not questioned it when he saw the first cash summary.
the end of April 1972 is incredible.
In addition to the strength of the case against
Stans with respect to the FECA violations associated
with the Liddy funds, there is a strong incentive to add
these counts to any FECA case. The Liddy money represents
an important motivation why Stans did not want the Committee
to comply with the FECA and why compliance with the FECA
would have been. a political disaster. Since it is critica!
for any jury to understand the full picture of the hidden

i0
expenditures, and to appreciate the motivatien h~h!nd
non-disclosure, and since proof of this issue might otherwise be severely restricted, we should add the FECA violations
connected with the $24,000 disbursement.
There are problems, however, with adding these counts.
-The amount
violations
Watergate-I
In addition to distorting the FECA case, thisocould conceivably hamper the prosecution ’of the Watergate-II case,
However, these problems may be exaggerated. We could limit
the amount of proof to the testimony of Magruder and Sloan
and the evidence that the Committee money was in fact found
on the Watergate burglars. In any event, the Court might
exclude anyof the additional information - the hotel
bills, the airplane flights, etc. - on the ground that
its prejudice outweighed its relevance.
There is an additionallproblem with adding this count.
As noted above, we cannot charge the Committee with!any
violation in connection with the $24,000 disbursement
because such a prosecution is barred by double jeopardy.
While the prosecution against Stans is not barred by double
jeopardy, there is some argument to be made that since the
Justice Department decided to .......... only against the
Committee we ought not now to proceed against Stans.
The short answer to this argumelnt is that at the time the
information was filed - in January 1973 -the full extent
of Stans’ involvement in the unreported cash fund was not
known.
In sum, the strength of this count against Stans
combined with the importance of adding this evidence
persuades us that Stans should be charged with causing
S!oan to violate his responsibilities under the FECA in
connection with these expenditures.
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ReceipL~:
]~~aril
1972
y’ 8,12,
1972
.............................................
*. _.
-h~ay 26, 27, 1972 ......................................
June 1972 ............................................

4,
2, 000
5, 000

Total reeeip~s

76, 000

Expenditures:
Equipment:
.
Bell and Howell Co., Corm_
Watkins Johnson Co., Rockville .....................
Stevens Laboratory, ~hicago ........................
ikiiles Wireless Guitar Co., New York City__
Unidentified company, Sew York City---’purchase of I
"
transmitter_
Unidentified company, Chief, go---purchase of I briefcase recorder ....................................
Olden Optical Co., ~’ew York City (S700 p_lus $~,00)__.
Business Equipment Center, Washington, D.O ........
Hechingers, Washington area stores ..............
Lafayette Radio, Washington and ~lar.vland ares
stores .............................
]V[iscellaneous purchases, tools and equipment, ’Wash°
[ngton, D.C., Chicago, and New York City .........
Unidentified store, New York City--recorders .........
Unidentified store, ~ew York City--recorders and
accessories .................................. --..
2, 600
Total .................

: ............

f .........

$, 500
5, 400
3, 000
I, 000
700
I,
2, 000
500

38, 050
4, 500

l:t.ent aI~:
Howard .Tohnson 3~otel ............................
Gstti ~lortgage Co .................................

900
I, 750
~, 650

Overhead .............................................

12, 000

Subtotal .............................................
BaJance remainiog, used for lega[ fee~ ....................

57, 200
18, $00

Total expenditures ...................................

(~)

If imple
ix~g that

Er#closure

Truck ................................................

Tot~l ..........................................

a.nd his
G~ve~n.mc
~n ~red

76, 000
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
To

¯

James Neal

DA~:~September 20, h974
GG: s fk

FROM :

Gerald Go~

SUBJECT:

The "Mexican" Money.

Roger Witten provided me the following information about
the so-called "Mexican" money:
Roger Allen, the Chairman of Gulf Resources and Chemical
Corporation, was the Texas finance chairman for the ’72
Republican campaign. He or his company contributed $i00,000
as follows:
Gulf Resources wire-transferred $100,000 to its inactive
subsidiary, CAVSA, in Mexico, and the money was deposited in
CAVSA’s bank account. Then on April 4, 1972, CAVSA wrote a
$i00,000 check to Ogarrio on a Mexican bank. Ogarrio was
instructed to cash the check into dollars;~ihowever, he was
able to convert the check only into $ii,000 in cash and for
the remaining $89,000 had to accept four checks. These checks
were the equivalent of cashier checks from a Mexican bank with
different American correspondent banks; each check was drawn
to Ogarrio.
Ogarrio, in turn, gave the cash and four checks to DeLeon,
the President of CAVSA, who then gave them to Liedtke and
Winchester, the President and Vice President respectively of
Pennzoil. The latter put the checks and cash on a company
jet, which flew them to D. C., where they were received by
Sloan before April 7.
Allen claims that the contribution was a personal one.
He explains the original $100,000 delivery to Ogarrio on the
ground that his company owed Ogarrio a $i00,000 debt for legal
fees. Allen then explains the $100,000 transfer by Ogarrio
on to FCRP on the ground that Allen coincidentally decided to
make a personal $100,000 contribution to the campaign and
Ogarrio agreed to loan Allen the money for this purpose.
Interestingly, when the Watergate story broke, Allen retrieved
"his" $i00,000 from FCRP and used it to pay back a $100,000
loan he had meanwhile taken from a Texas bank to reimburse
Ogarrio.
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

James F. Neal

DAT~: 9/24/74
GG:sfk

FROM

Ge~~o~idman

SUBJECT:

The "Dahlber@" Check.

Roger Witten provided me with the following information
concerning the so-called Dahlberg check:
Dwayne Andreas, a Democratic fund-raiser and contributor
(especially to Humphrey), agreed to give $25,000 to Nixon’s
campaign on the condition that the contribution be anonymous,
which meant that it had to be made before April 7, 1972.
Andreas arranged with Dahlberg, the Republican Minnesota
regional fund-raising chairman, to transfer the contribution
in person before April 7, but that arrangement fell through.
As a result, Andreas left $25,000 in cash in a safe deposit
box in an apartment house that he owned in Florida for Dahlberg
to pick up. Although this transfer, too, was supposed to have
been before April 7, in fact, Dahlberg got~the money after
that date. (Later, both Dahlberg and Andreas initially lied
to authorities about that.) Because Dahlberg was nervous about
carrying cash, he transferred the money into a cashier’s check,
which he then brought to Washington, and on April i0 he gave
the check to Stans. The check thereafter went from Stans to
Sloan, to Liddy, and then to Barker for cashing.
According to Chuck Ruff, there is no reason to believe
that Andreas’ contribution was a corporate rather than a personal
donation or that it involved (as some once suspected) a bank
charter application that he had pending at about the time of
the contribution.
Attached are (i) excerpts from a memorandum dated August 30,
1973, by Witten and Jim Quarles concerning Stans’ connection to
both the Ogarrio and Dahlberg checks, and (2) a memorandum
dated April 29, 1974, by John Koeltl concerning the Liddy
Watergate money, which you may find to be of some interest.
Attachments

